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The RES Forum 2015 Annual Report
launches in April 2015, and brings some
exciting analysis and fresh insight into
the key trends in Global Mobility during
2014 and what these trends mean for
the global mobility practitioner into
2015. The RES Forum, for those who
don’t know, is an online community for
in-house International HR and Mobility
professionals. The Forum facilitates
regular knowledge sharing and
e-surveying amongst its 700 members
on all areas ‘Global Mobility’, and is
therefore uniquely placed to understand
what is keeping in-house HR mobility
practitioners awake at night.
The report itself has been written by
Professor Michael Dickmann of Cranfield
Business School, who condenses his
analysis and thoughts into a seamless body
of work covering five key themes, which
build effortlessly on his research from
the 2014 RES Forum key trends report.
These five key themes for 2015 are:
• The Global Mobility function and
how it can make a strong competitive
impact
• Global Mobility resourcing, development, talent management, career and
repatriation issues
• Global Mobility Programme compliance and duty of care
• Reward package design for international assignees
• Global Mobility programme management and technology.
So why have we titled the 2015 RES
Forum Annual report ‘The Talent
Management conundrum’? In a nutshell
we, at the RES Forum, see international
employee mobility, management of
employee mobility programmes and
the movement of talent itself as bit of a
complex jigsaw puzzle, where the answers
can seem simple, but the parts do not
often seem to fit together.
On the face of it the answer is simple:
1. Master competency on the four key areas
of expertise which Professor Dickmann
recognised in our 2014 Report:
• Strategic Advisor
• Global Talent Manager
• Expert on due diligence
• Global people effectiveness expert.
2. Slot your function into a Ulrich HR
model.
3. Invest in technology and some

assignment KPIS linked to performance
measurement and ROI.
4. And before you are done, throw in
some diagnostic/consulting skills just
to round things off.
Et voila!, you have the perfect mobility
model and function, partnering effortlessly
with the business and supporting the
business in moving global talent across
borders. If only life were that simple.
If we consider point (1), the report clearly
illustrates that while practitioners aspire to
have mastery in all four competencies they
are, in the same practitioners opinion, most
valued and most comfortable in one area in
particular, what Professor Dickmann calls
‘expert in due diligence’. We at the RES
Forum would argue that this due diligence
expertise extends beyond diligence expertise
to specialist compliance knowledge in tax,
immigration and payroll.
On the other hand, when practitioners
were asked what their companies most
value in the mobility function, ‘strategic
advisor’ appears to be what is valued
most by management. So what is more
important? Alignment with what is most
valued by the business and the mobility
function or creating a different type of value
to the organisation through doing things
beyond providing diligence expertise?
The answer most definitely sits with the
latter. Why? Let me digress slightly from
Professor Dickmann’s analysis and take my
cue from a presentation delivered by Michael
S. Schell, CEO of the cultural training and

leadership development organisation RW3 in
late 2014, at a RES Forum meeting in Zurich.
Schell boldly predicted that in the future
absolutely everything which follows a process
will be automated.
This is a brave prediction, however, if we
look back at the kind of jobs which used
to exist 25 years ago (and which have since
been automated, think secretarial, admin,
call centre), it is not inconceivable to think
that technology will reach a point where
more and more complex procedural work
can be automated. If you are struggling to
get your head around that, think about the
level of technology which now exists for
managing employee processes, and beyond
that, the technology which now exists for
general human interaction.
This would, in our opinion, lend itself
to the eventual de-skilling and ‘valuereduction’ in compliance led knowledge,
based on the assumption that compliance
is based on a rule and alignment with a
rule or procedure. The counterweight to
this argument, and Schell’s key idea in the
presentation, was that only jobs which
have an intrinsic value to companies will
be exempt from this automation. As I
reflect on this message, I am drawn to the
three other competences which a mobility
practitioner needs in addition to due
diligence expertise - Strategic Advisor,
Global Talent Manager, and Global
People Effectiveness Expert.
All three core competences lend
themselves readily to the strategic
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advisory, or value add activity, which
Schell references. Professor Dickmann
also argues in the 2015 RES Forum
Annual report that receiving strategic
global mobility advice will be one of
the most important contributions the
mobility function can make to senior
managers. Given where the mobility
function is positioned organisationally,
the mobility function is also well
placed to firstly have information,
and secondly insight on, identifying
talent opportunities, supporting talent,
conducting workforce planning, shaping
global career management, and refining
business information and planning – in
other words a global talent management
and people effectiveness expert.
So how do you go about this
transformation of your role from
compliance manager to value-add strategic
partner? As a first step the mobility
function needs to look a little less inwardly
and cast its eyes towards how other HR
functions typically support the business in
engaging talent and creating the pipeline
of future leaders. High performing Talent
Management functions which sit within
the broader HR function, identify the
competences needed to create leaders,
introduce frameworks to measure those
competences, and apply these assessments
to potential talent and identified top
management. They measure success
through their leadership pipeline and
the ability of new home-grown leaders to
deliver business results.
Still on the subject of looking within the
HR function, high performing Reward
functions can evidence how Reward
programmes align with shareholder
interests though rewarding exceptional
employee performance whilst managing
costs sensibly. In high performing Reward
functions, Reward spend is optimised
and targeted rather than spent in a broadbrushed way.
And finally, high performing HR
technology or HR operations functions
provide controlled work flow and
process management through optimising
technology and self service capability,
removing menial tasks from mobility
management, introducing controls around
data, and also providing measured KPIS
through system tracking. Also in the era
of (big)data, an effective HR system offers
arguably the most powerful tool to get
the mobility function moving away from
its’ dependency on compliance expertise
and towards a place at the strategic table,
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namely real time assignment cost data
and therefore the eventual opportunity
to manage costs more effectively and in a
planned way.
The final piece in the jigsaw is
implementing these changes and
alignment of the mobility professional’s
activities and behaviours to those key
strategic areas. The ‘organisational actions’
tables at the end of each chapter of the
RES Forum Annual Report give a clear
direction on what areas the practitioner
needs to consider and align to in order
to up-skill and operate in the value-add
space. Two examples of these tables are
illustrated here.
Careful consideration of these areas
as well as a well-structured development
plan focusing on those technical and

behavioural gaps will allow the mobility
practitioner to set themselves some
clear goals, as well as set them on the
path to more effective and value-added
interaction with the business…so what
are you waiting for?!
The RES Forum annual report is
launched on the afternoon of 22 April
2015, with presentations from Michael
Dickmann, a round table discussion on the
Talent Management/mobility conundrum
and presentations from other contributors
to the report - to attend this exclusive event
(or to receive a copy of the full report) event
please email res.forum@yahoo.co.uk.
If you are an in-house HR practitioner
and would like to join the RES Forum
community please visit our website www.
theresforum.com – it is completely free.
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